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ABSTRACT

An intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a system based on artificial intelligent factor that performs some specific activities, such as, teaching the students, evaluating their performance with proper feedback, measuring their strength and weakness areas, etc. The paper presents architecture of an intelligent tutoring system which includes a metric to evaluate descriptive type answers. A system is designed to demonstrate the metric and it mainly focuses on delivering content material to the students, organizing test sessions and providing students with suggestive feedback after evaluation. The proposed metric measures the correctness of descriptive type answers with limited spelling relaxation and grammar checking under restricted conditions. The metric works moderately for simple sentence answers and can distinguish the answers as correct, error or elaboration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of using computers to assist learning process has changed the field of learning system surprisingly. At present days the systems not only deliver learning contents but also provide the learners with suggestions and feedback. Students can also ask questions and get hints to complete complex problems. With more research and developments ITS agents may model human behavior and track the students’ emotional states. In commonly used Tutoring Systems the learners are generally provided with contents and the test sessions. Apart from these features it is important to determine whether the students are comfortable with the content delivery pattern or not. It is also expected that the systems will select test levels according to the capability of individual student. Moreover the evaluation process should be explicit and suggestions should be given to help the students find out their weaknesses and strengths. Another major problem area is the test sessions only allow objective type questions or MCQ type questions supported by check boxes, radio buttons or OMR sheets. The provision for descriptive type question-answer sessions is very rare. The primal objective of this paper is to deal with the above mentioned challenges. In the paper an ITS is developed through which students can not only experience a sequential user friendly learning process but also obtain feedback through a proper evaluation technique. A metric is proposed for measuring correctness of students’ descriptive type answers effectively. The paper is organized into the following sections. Section II illustrates the previous work reviews on this field, section III presents the proposed approach and metric, section IV explains the implementation details of the system, section V analyses the proposed work, and section VI briefs the conclusion, probable future scope and limitations of this paper.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Many architectures and features have been proposed on ITS. The researches are mainly based on student’s knowledge tracing, assessments and evaluation. Bayesian method is followed to identify the most important learning items which can result in the most effective tutoring strategy [2, 11]. Processes like scaffolding, prompting, self-questioning simplifies student’s comprehension on subject content [4, 8]. Text-relatedness metrics are used to support the authoring in ITS [5, 7]. Natural language helps to minimize the difference between Human tutors and Computer tutors and author an ITS [9, 12]. Prediction of learning styles from an ITS mark the students as sensing or intuiting, visual or verbal, active or reflective, sequential or global learners [1, 3, 13]. Neural network based methods predict student’s mood during learning and test session [10, 14].

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The paper proposes architecture to serve some basic features of tutoring system and also evaluate the students intelligently. The system focuses on the tutor expert, domain expert and student expert. The system supports two roles: tutor and student. In this work the tutor is given the privileges to access the tutor expert and domain expert. The student has the privileges to access the student model.

3.1 Identification of Roles: Tutor and Student

The tutor and student use the system according to their assigned privileges.
3.2 Content Editing
In the system an authenticated tutor can change or edit the contents easily if required. For this no programming knowledge is required.

3.3 Delivering the Contents and Test Sessions
Content material is delivered to the students. The provided test sessions are pre-knowledge test, level-I test, level-II test, level-III test and general knowledge test. The first four test sessions are objective type test. The last one is descriptive.

3.4 Pre-knowledge Assessment Using Item Effect Model and Evaluation
The pre-knowledge assessment is mandatory for every student before learning the contents. The slip rate and guess rate is derived from this test. Pre-knowledge evaluation shows slip rate and guess rate. The general assessment follows the behavioral model and it only concentrates on the current learning. The post learning evaluation is based on the differential model and epistemic level which compares the student post learning knowledge to the pre-knowledge and determines whether student’s knowledge has improved or not.

3.5 Objective Type Test Session and Evaluation
This session comes after the student has completed reading the chapters. The system selects the appropriate test level for the student. The student can also select the test level of his/her own choice. There are three test levels. The sessions are time bound. After completing the tests the students are provided with the correct answers and the score.

3.6 Descriptive Type Test Session and Evaluation
The proposed metric is included in this session. The metric is supported by two sub-modules: spell-checker and grammar-checker. The students submit their answers and go to the evaluation page. The answers are classified into three categories: error, correct, and elaboration. If the answer is completely invalid or contradictory it is an error. If the sentence is syntactically and morphologically same as the required answer it is a correct answer. If the answer is non-contradictory or reasonable with respect to the required answer it is an elaboration.

3.7 Contribution
3.7.1 Spell Checker Module
The spell checker embedded to the system is applied to the descriptive type test session. When the student input an answer the spell checker provides relaxation for minor spelling mistakes. It performs operations like addition, alteration, deletion of a single character and swapping between two consecutive characters at any position of the word. With these combinations it basically searches for all the probable correctly spelled words and forms a suggestion list. The misspelled words are then substituted by the correct words with a priority of taking answer relevant words if found in the suggestion list.

3.7.2 Grammar Checker Module
The grammar checker is also applied to the descriptive type test session. It tags each word of the input answer with its parts of speech. It also defines the relation between different parts of speech and sets them as basic rules for grammar checking [15].

3.7.3 Steps to Evaluate Descriptive Type Answers
Step 1: Start.
Step 2: Form the correct answer and store all the words present in it in a master table.
Step 3: Identify and tag the key words and key verbs. Tag other words as the non-key terms. Put weights to all the words according to their importance in the answer. Calculate the weights for actual correct answer by adding all the assigned scores of all words present in it and store it.
Step 4: Insert all probable negative type words, such as, no, not, never, etc, to another table.
Step 5: Collect and insert all the probable synonyms and antonyms of the words of the correct answer to a synonym table and antonym table.
Step 6: If there exists any verb in the master table or synonym table or antonym table then insert their all possible tenses accordingly to the synonym table and antonym table.
Step 7: Assign a weight to each synonym considering the change of meaning of the sentence due to its presence.
Step 8: Set student’s score for the answer to 0. Input student’s answer. Split the input into words and store them in a temporary table.
Step 9: Check if the key words or key terms are present in the temporary table. If key words or key terms found put the weight for that word. score = score + new weight. Go to Step 11.
Step 10: If key word or key verb not found then check if any synonym word of the key terms are found. If synonyms for key terms found put the weight for that word. Score = score+ new weight. Go to Step 11.
Step 11: If synonyms for key terms not found then stop further checking and consider the answer as ERROR.
Step 12: Check whether the input answer starts with any non-type word or not. If a no-type word is found at the beginning of the sentence then check whether there is any other no-type word present in the sentence. If found discard the first no-type word. If the number of other no-type words
found is n, score = score * (-1)^n. Else if the no-type word at the beginning is the only no-type word in the sentence then the total score of the sentence should be multiplied by -1.

Step 13: Check if any other antonym found in the temporary table. For each antonym the net weight should be multiplied by -1. If number of antonym is n, score = score * (-1)^n

Step 14: Check if any antonym is present in the temporary table. For each antonym of the key terms the net weight should be multiplied by -1. If number of no-type words is n, then score = score * (-1)^n

Step 15: Check the position vectors of the nouns and verbs combination in the input answer and compare it to that of the correct answers to verify the dependencies of the nouns and the verbs in the answer.

Step 16: Put the weights of the non-key terms accordingly. Put weight 0 for any unknown word found. Now calculate the net weight.

Step 17: Check if there exists any grammatical error in the sentence. For each grammatical error deduct 2 from the net score.

Step 18: If the net score is negative the answer is an ERROR. If the net weight is positive and in the range of 20% of original score then the answer is CORRECT. If the net weight is positive but does not fall in the range then the answer is ELABORATION.

Step 19: End.

IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS

The proposed architecture and algorithm of the metric is implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic and Oracle Database. There is option for user to select their roles for using the system. Without having a valid authentication code no user can sign in to the system as a tutor. Fig. 1 shows the authentication page.

Fig. 1: Tutor login page

The tutor home page shown in Fig. 2 has the links, such as, read chapters; edit chapters; view current question-answer sets; edit questions; edit answers; discussion page; and database management pages.

Fig. 2: Tutor home page with necessary links

The tutor can edit the chapter contents and question-answers sets as per requirement and save them accordingly. Fig. 3, 4, 5 show various pages with edit and save options.

Fig. 3: Chapter contents get edited and saved

Fig. 4: Question sheet gets edited and saved

Fig. 5: Answer sheet gets edited and saved

The database management page as shown in Fig. 6 allows the tutor to enter new words, synonyms, antonyms with their weights in the tables used for the descriptive type answer evaluation.

Fig. 6: Synonyms and antonyms inserted into tables
Any user who wants to login as a student will have to create a new account and sign in to the system by giving valid username and password. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 display the login page and the registration form page respectively.

Fig. 7: Student login page

Fig. 8: New student fills up registration form

After signing in the student has to give pre knowledge test. Student has to answer each question on the basis of previous knowledge and enter the expected score for this test. The system calculates the score from the student’s given answers and then calculates the slip rate and guess rate. If the student scores less than the expected score then it is depicted that he has misconception about that topic and he has considered some wrong answers as the correct answers. In this case the difference between his score and expected score in pre-knowledge test is termed as the slip rate. If the student scores more than the expected score then it is assumed that he is not confident about all the answers attempted or he has guessed some of the answers which have turned to be the right answers fortunately. In this case the difference between his score and the expected score is termed as the guess rate. Fig. 9 shows the pre knowledge test page.

Fig. 9: Pre knowledge test session

The student enters the home page which has the links of reading page as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10: Student’s reading page

Fig. 11 shows that student’s activities are traced and suggestions for selecting test levels are provided.

Fig. 11: Suggesting appropriate test level

The student home page has the links for three different test levels. Test sessions are time bound as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12: Test session with timer activated

After submitting their answers the students get the correct answer sheets for the test levels. Fig. 13 shows the correct answer sheet.
After tests detailed evaluation on previous knowledge, general overview and post learning is provided. Fig. 14 shows the screenshot of the evaluation page.

Fig. 14: Assessments on previous knowledge, general evaluation and post learning.

Then descriptive type general knowledge test is attended. Fig. 15 shows the work of the spell checker. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show screenshots of different answer feedback.

Fig. 15: Spellings get corrected and answer status is shown

V. ANALYSIS

Evaluating descriptive type answers is the main challenge of this paper. The evaluation process basically compares the student input to the correct answer, i.e., it checks the text relatedness between the two answers. The proposed metric minimizes the basic problems of commonly used text relatedness metric and provides moderate results. Unlike the existing intelligent tutoring systems the designed system allows both objective and descriptive type tests. Apart from generating scores the system also provides detailed evaluation based on pre knowledge of the students, general overview on answers given and comparative analysis on pre knowledge and post knowledge. Hence the system can predict how much a student has improved after going through the contents. The system if required can break the contents into sub modules guided with some templates to make the student aware of important keywords. The work has used some of feasible techniques used in previous works [5, 6, 8, 11] and has proposed more accurate assessment metric that allows a limited spelling relaxations and grammar checking under restricted condition and gives better results in evaluating the students’ cognition.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper presents an assembled approach with a number of essential features of an ITS including a metric embedded to it. The metric helps improving the evaluation of descriptive type test sessions. The system demonstrated with the proposed approach can be used as a limited content delivering tutoring system. The contents provided can be
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